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Reliable diagnostics is the basis for
understanding of HED science

Large fusion-class lasers allow us to simulate these regimes in
controlled conditions

Fusion devicesInteriors of stars

HED Physics: The study of matter at extreme densities and temperatures
(densities > solid density & temperatures > 10 million ˚C)



Part 1

Introduction on x-ray Compton scattering

and

initial results from large angle (non-
collective) scattering



From optical ‘Thomson scattering’ to x-ray
‘Compton’ Scattering
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Tightly bound e-

I.P. > (hν/mec2)hν

Weakly bound e-

I.P. < (hν/mec2)hν

O. L. Landen et al., JQSRT 71, 465 (2001)
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X-ray scattering divided between elastic  and
inelastic  components

Tightly bound electrons give Rayleigh peak
and correction to the Compton shiftElastic

Inelastic



X-ray scattering in warm solid density matter was
first demonstrated on beryllium at the Omega laser

Gated HOPG spectrometer

X-ray
Scattering

Compton downshifted and
Doppler broadened
Thomson spectrum
observed as expected

• Te broadening was predicted in
1928:  Chandrasekhar: 
“scattering will not be influenced
by ranges of temperatures
available in the laboratory”
Proc R.S. A 125, 37 (1929)

 S. H. Glenzer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 175002 (2003)



From the theoretical fit to the data:
Te = 53 eV and Zfree = 3.1 corresponding to
ne = 3.8 x 1023 cm-3
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Best fit:
Te = 53 eV

A sensitivity analysis shows that we can
measure Te with an error bar of ~15%

X-ray scattering provides accurate
temperature measurements in solid-density Be
plasmas

Comparison of experimental data with
theoretical calculations for various Te

X-ray scattering spectra provide
accurate data on Te and ne



Scattering measurements have provided details on
EOS for carbon and beryllium at solid density

Carbon (semiconductor)Beryllium (metal)

Full thermodynamic expansion
required to reproduce
experimental data at low T

Codes shows good agreement
with data



Part 2

First results from collective x-ray scattering
on solid density plasmons



θ=20o

Te=60 eV
n=3.3x1023 cc

In collective scattering experiment solid
density plasma modes can be probed
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 Goal: develop collective scattering to measure plasmon (test dense
matter theories)

 Measure electron density from plasmon resonance
 Optical properties (conductivity, opacity, reflectivity)

Gregori et al., J. Phys. A 2003
Dailgault & Murillo, J. Phys. A 2003
Holl et al., Eur. Phys. J. 2004
Urry et al., JQSRT 2005

X-ray scattering on plasmons
will test dense matter theory
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Collective modes poses significant
challenges in the scatterring
modelling

 Electron and ion degeneracy
 Ion-ion cross-correlations between components in plasma mixture
 Strong coupling effects (Coulomb forces dominates over kinetic energy)
 Non-equilibrium, transient plasmas
 Solid state effects, liquid-to-solid phase transitions
 Energy bands vs. discrete levels
 Coherence effects (stringent requirements on x-ray source)

Gregori et al., Eur. Phys. Lett., in preparation
Gregori et al., PRE, in preparation



The x-ray source will need to subtend a small
solid angle to probe collective oscillations

Extra light path length (1/k)2sin(θ/2)
has to be ≤ λ0/2π

This is precisely definition of 
k = λ0/4πsin(θ/2) with α = 1/kλD

1 radian
phase shift

A point source will be spatially
coherent over Plasmon fluctuation 1/k

k0

kS

k

Spatial incoherent sources result in a
more stringent definition for collective

scatter  α > αmin > 1

Additional density dependence from
temporal coherence: Probe width must be

smaller than Plasmon shift; critical at low ne



The x-ray backlighter source will need to subtend a small
solid angle to probe collective oscillations

A point source will be spatially
coherent over Plasmon fluctuation 1/k

Spatial incoherent sources result in a
more stringent definition for collective

scatter  α > αmin > 1

Additional density dependence from
temporal coherence: Probe width must be

smaller than Plasmon shift; critical at low ne

Experiment



Example: liquid-to-solid phase can be
important to understand shock physics

Solid has well defined ion arrangement (lattice):
• scattering is determined by Bragg's law
• outside Bragg peaks no scattering is allowed

n_= 2dsin__B_

Thermal fluctuations (lattice melting) allow for 
scattering to occur outside the Bragg peaks
• The Debye-Waller factor determines its extent 

_1_e
_2W

_ W = thermal energy / lattice stiffness

For plasmas this is a 2-T problem: at very low temperature, the electron energy
is given by the Fermi value (TF), but the ion energy is related to the lattice 
stiffness (the Debye temperature, TD)



Calculation shows non-LTE effects are
important to understand scattering data

Te/Ti=1
Te/Ti=2
Te/Ti=10

Be (Z=2)
E = 2.96 keV
Te = 20 eV
θ = 45o

Intensity of Rayleigh (elastic) feature is determined by non-LTE
conditions

Phonon fluctuations (Debye-Waller) also have significant effect in
suppressing elastic scattering

_1_e
_2W

_Debye-Waller



Experiments at the Advanced Light
Source (LBL) benchmark cold scattering

 Synchrotron sources (or FEL's) + intense lasers can be
used to test phase transition in WDM

 Study relaxation processes in dense plasmas



Experiments at LULI suggest thermal
suppression of the elastic scatter

CH/Al/CH

 Elastic scatter is suppressed in the shock heated sample
 Strong coupling (i.e., solidification) and non-LTE may

explain such effect

D. Riley et al., PPCF (2005)



First experiment at Omega shows plasmons
in solid density Be

0.6 mm

Be cylinder
(1 mm x 600 µm)

~1 µm Ag

12.5 µm Saran foil

0.4 mm

• Collective scattering spectra are recorded at an angle of 40˚ with α = 1.4
• Conditions are well understood from previous backscatter measurements
• Cl Ly-α probe is temporally coherent; spatially coherence achieved by

focusing the backlighter beams onto one spot

25 µm Au cone, 4
mm long

Graphite (HOPG)
Spectrometer in
mosaic focusing
mode

Distributed around the axis:
 20 Pump Beams at t = 0; 1 ns, 3ω, E = 10 kJ

7 Backlighter
Beams at t = 0.5 ns;
1 ns, 3ω, E = 3.5 kJ



The scattering spectra show the plasmon in
addition to the ion feature

Collective X-ray scattering from solid
density Be plasma

• RPA provides parameters for Te, Z, and ne consistent with previous
measurements in backscatter
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• Features are sensitive to plasma
parameters [effective angle θ =40˚]

• Plasmon frequency
– ne or Te from dispersion relation

(RPA)
• Plasmon intensity and shape

– Te
• Up- and downshifted plasma

resonance
– Te from detailed balance, e-hω/kTe

• Ion feature
– Intensity proportional to Ti

Best Fit Parameters
Te = 20 eV, Ti = 2 eV
Z = 2.5, ne = 3 x 1023 cm-3

α = 1.4



The dispersion relation is corrected by the thermal
energy and the Compton energy

Collective X-ray scattering from solid
density Be plasma

• 25 eV Plasmon shift and detail balance suggests Te ~ 20 eV for
solid density Be
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Sensitivity analysis shows that features in scattering
spectra are fit with consistent parameters



The (weak) intensity of the ion feature indicates non
equilibrium conditions suggesting τei ~ 300 ps

Best Fit Parameters

θ = 40˚

Te = 20 eV

Ti = 2 eV

Z = 2.5

ne = 3 x 1023 cm-3

α = 1.4



Dense matter non-LTE plasma models in Al
have shown relaxation times >100 ps

Previous work on Al has suggested τei larger
than expected by Spitzer theory

Direct experimental evidence is yet not
conclusive

Riley et al., PRL, 2000Dharma-Wardana & Perrot,  PRE, 1998
Gerike et al, PRE, 2003



Part 3

New developments towards shock
compressed matter studies



Advanced target design has been developed to
study EOS in dense plasma

to spectrometer

Saran foil

Gold shield

LiH
C foam Heater beam

Backlighter beam

Simultaneous measurement of heated and unheated plasma
Experiment on smaller scale facilities (RAL, Janus, LULI)

essential to develop technique

Ly-α source



EOS of shocked plastic has been investigate in
experiments at the Omega laser

 Test limits of experimental techniques
for shock heating experiments

Validate CH EOS for direct-drive ICF



Good agreement is found between experimental
data and 1D hydro codes

Results from driven
target agrees with
LILAC

Since high energy
probe is used (Zn
He-α), weakly
bound electrons is
C are seen as free
states



Part 4

Prospects for the future and summary



HiPER: EU initiative to ignition and
super-dense matter studies

1. Implosion energy:
200kJ/5ns/3ω0
44 beam irradiation geometry
NIF size target chamber

An entirely civilian proposal : IFE & basic science : 
cross-EU initiative

3. OPCPA System to 100 PW to 2 EW

4. Ancillary Infrastructure

2. PW energy:  70kJ / 10 ps / 1 or 3ω



With high energy compression and heating beams
HiPER would permit viable laboratory astrophysical
analogues to be created:

• Recreation of stellar cores and coronal plasma
• He to C burning stars
• Supernovae explosion dynamics
• Interstellar jet dynamics
• Planetary Nebulae, Planetary cores (metalisation)
• Gamma ray burster mechanisms
• Neutron star atmospheres (G-Gauss B-fields)
• Vacuum Polarisation studies
• Unruh (Hawking) Radiation?
• Pair production directly from the vacuum
• Production of Pion, Muon beams

Laboratory Astrophysics



Vision: x-ray scattering used to
probe super-solid density plasmas

Compton Scattered spectrum =
f(Te,Tfermi), hence of fuel adiabat

Accessible
supersolid
plasma regime

In addition, forward scattering
would allow study of:
 Structure factors
 Collective plasmon modes

Scatter probability
neσTr ≈ 1026 x 10-24  x .01 ≈ 1!

S. Ichimaru, Rev. Mod. Phys. (1982)     
J. Chihara, J. Phys. F Met. Phys. (1987) 
E. Nardi et. al., Phys. Rev. E (1998)
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Conclusions

• X-ray Compton scattering has been demonstrated on
laser facilities

• Back scatter: X-ray Compton scattering is a viable
temperature and density diagnostics in dense matter

• Forward scatter: First observation of Plasmons in
warm dense matter

• Observation of non-equilibrium conditions, Te > Ti

• Applications
– Shock Compression, WDM studies
– Plasmon Dispersion
– Super-dense matter diagnostics


